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A pupil modulator is a useful tool to improve the resolution of an optical imaging system beyond the classical
diffraction limit. However, when this technology is used in a large-aperture telescopic imaging system, the field of
view (FOV) with good superresolution (SR) imaging quality is significantly smaller than the designed FOV of the
baseline optical system. In this paper, we investigate the influence of various aberrations on the SR properties of a
telescopic system using a low sidelobe five-ring pure phase pupil modulator. On this basis, we propose an optimal
design method for a wide FOV and a large-aperture telescopic baseline optical system with uniform image quality
and a particular residue of symmetric aberration. The design results show that when the optimized 4 m aperture
baseline optical system and the modulator are combined as the imaging system, the imaging system has a round
and very similar point spread function in the FOV range of 0.28◦; the SR gain ratio is 1.234–1.254; and the highest
sidelobe intensity is less than 0.1; thus, the system maintains a high resolution ratio and a low sidelobe energy
throughout the entire FOV. Finally, a reasonable tolerance model of the baseline optical system is established. The
central symmetry tolerances are observed to be loose in this model, thereby reducing the cost and manufacturing
difficulty of the system. ©2020Optical Society of America

https://doi.org/10.1364/AO.396107

1. INTRODUCTION

The spatial frequency cutoff, or the optical resolution of an
optical system, is strictly limited by the Rayleigh criterion
1.22 λ/D, where D is the optical pupil diameter and λ is the
operating wavelength [1,2]. Therefore, the primary method
used to enhance the resolution of a large-aperture telescopic
imaging system in the past was to increase the optical aperture
diameter, which induces an increase in the volume and weight
of the system in a square ratio. In addition, the state-of-the-art
limit of the large-aperture optics manufacturing has prompted
the investigation of new methods to improve the optical reso-
lution without changing the aperture of the optics, such as the
pupil modulation (PM) technology. Its principle is to modulate
the wavefront at the optical system pupil, making the core of
the point spread function (PSF) narrower to improve the res-
olution [3,4]. PM superresolution (SR) technology was first
used in microscopes [5,6], and it has gradually been applied to
telescopes and antennas in recent years. For example, Cagigal
and Canales first discussed the basic design techniques for SR
PM that uses either variable transmittance pupils or phase masks
for optical telescopes [7,8]. Vidal et al. discussed the effect of the
adaptive technology on PM SR imaging results in the telescopic

system [9]. Olmi et al. presented a feasible method to design
antennas and telescopes with SR, which used variable transmit-
tance pupils [10]. Luo discussed the sub-diffraction resolution
of a telescope with a superoscillating element placed in the pupil
plane [11]. Wang et al. presented the first proof-of-principle
laboratory results of an SR lens-collimator optical system, mim-
icking a telescope configuration, employing a binary phase plate
in the pupil plane [12].

When the existing PM SR technology is used in large-
diameter telescopic systems, the field of view (FOV) with good
SR imaging performance is significantly smaller than the FOV
that can be achieved by the large-diameter baseline optical
system. This is primarily owing to two reasons: (1) PM results
in the decrease of the PSF mainlobe energy and the increase
of the sidelobe energy. For a large sidelobe peak to mainlobe
peak ratio, the mainlobe of an object point will be confused
with the sidelobe of its adjacent object points in the imaging
plane, resulting in blurred imaging. (2) The image quality of
the telescopic optical baseline system in the full FOV is not
uniform, and there is some asymmetric aberration left in the
non-zero FOV. The imaging quality of this system may be good
when the system is used in traditional imaging. However, when
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the system is used in a SR far-field imaging, the tolerance of
SR imaging to the asymmetric aberration is very tight. Thus,
even though that although the field angle is significantly smaller
than the maximum FOV of the baseline optical system, the SR
effect of the focal light spot has been destroyed by the aberra-
tion. For reason (1), there are two types of solutions. The first
solution employs the confocal scanning to suppress the sidelobe
[13,14]; however, the disadvantage of using this solution is
that real-time imaging in a large FOV cannot be realized. The
second solution optimizes the modulation element structure
to reduce the sidelobe energy. Liu et al. presented theories used
to design a diffractive hybrid-type pupil filter with the highest
sidelobe suppressed (highest sidelobe intensity <0.1) [15].
Xie et al. reported an optical SR imaging method based on a
hybrid phase superoscillation pupil element with a high sidelobe
suppression ratio (highest sidelobe intensity <0.2) [16]. Olmi
et al. designed a complex transmittance pupil filter, which can
achieve the desired trade-off between the width of the main-
lobe and the level of the sidelobes [17]. According to Olmi’s
study, the sidelobe height and the mainlobe width are mutually
restricted; therefore, the PSF sidelobe of SR systems must be
higher than that of the Airy spot. When the sidelobe height
of the PSF is less than 0.1, the SR system fulfills the imaging
conditions in a wide FOV. For reason (2), little attention has
been paid to it so far, and there is almost no prior literature on
the design method of special baseline optical system for the SR
telescopic imaging system.

In fact, for an SR imaging system, its pupil modulator and
optical baseline system are combined, and the influence of
different aberrations, introduced by the optical system, on the
SR imaging result are not the same. If the baseline optical system
is redesigned and optimized according to the characteristics of
the SR imaging system, a real-time SR imaging system with a
wide FOV may be obtained with the simplest structure, and
the requirements for processing and adjustment accuracy will
be relaxed, which will significantly promote the application
of SR detection and imaging for long-distance targets, such
as astronomy observation, optical surveillance, and remote
sensing.

In this paper, a large-aperture SR telescopic imaging system
with a relatively large FOV is designed. For the five-ring pure
phase pupil filter, the influence of different types of aberrations
on the SR performance is investigated, and the tolerance of each
type of aberration is determined. On this basis, the optimal
design of a telescopic optical system with uniform image quality
and a spherical aberration remaining in the whole FOV is pre-
sented, and is proved to be of good SR performance in a wide
FOV. Finally, the inverse limit sensitivity analysis for the system
tolerance is conducted, which indicates that the system has a
loose symmetric tolerance.

2. ANALYSIS OF EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT
ABERRATIONS ON THE SR PROPERTIES

According to the diffraction theory [18], the normalized field
measured at the observation plane in monochromatic light is
given by

U(v, u)= 2
∫ 1

0
P (ρ) exp

(
−

1

2
iuρ2

)
J0(νρ)ρdρ, (1)

where ρ is the pupil normalized radial coordinate for the pupil,
P (ρ) is the pupil function, J0(·) is the first kind zero-order
Bessel function, and v and u are proportional to the axial and
radial coordinates, respectively.

The SR properties of a pupil modulation imaging system
can be determined by the following parameters: gain ratio G ,
highest sidelobe intensity M, and Strehl ratio S. Where G is
defined as the ratio of the mainlobe radius of the Airy disk to the
mainlobe radius of the superresolved pattern, M is the superre-
solved highest sidelobe intensity normalized by the mainlobe
intensity of the superresolved pattern, and S is the Strehl ratio of
the SR system. When G > 1, the limit resolution is improved;
when M < 0.1, the mainlobe and sidelobe of adjacent points
are less likely to be confused with each other on the imaging
plane. Therefore, the system can achieve an improved imaging
effect in the whole image plane.

In order to reduce the processing cost of the diffractive ele-
ment, the pupil modulator in the paper is designed as a pure
phase-only element of only 0 or π phase shift. For an operating
wavelength of 632.8 nm and an optical system F /# of 12, the
system focal plane light intensity has a suitable SR distribution
when the modulator is a five-ring pure phase filter; the normal-
ized radii of the five zones are 0.211, 0.36, 0.61, 0.7, and 1, as
shown in Fig. 1 displays the system PSFs, before and after this
phase modulator is added. For an ideal optical system, G is 1.27,
M is 0.08, and S = 0.307.

It is well known that the Zernike polynomials represent a
complete description of the aberrations of any imaging optical
system with a circular pupil, and some aberration compo-
nents are related to particular Zernike terms [19,20]. The
first 16 terms of the Zernike Fringe polynomials represent the
third-order to fifth-order aberrations, which can comprehen-
sively represent the imaging quality of a large-aperture optical
system [21].

Because the wavelength bandwidth of the diffraction element
is very narrow, there is minimal chromatic aberration in the
SR optical system. The SR system is primarily affected by the
defocus, coma, astigmatism, and spherical aberration. Because
the optical system is rotationally symmetric, a complete influ-
ence model can be established by studying the influence of Z4

(defocus), Z5 (third-order astigmatism), Z7 (third-order coma),
Z9 (third-order spherical aberration), Z10 (trefoil), Z12 (fifth-
order astigmatism), Z14 (fifth-order coma), and Z16 (fifth-order
spherical aberration) on G , M, and S.

In the case of the optical wavefront with aberrations, the
normalized distribution of complex amplitudes near the focus
can be expressed as follows:

U(v, u)= 2
∫ 1

0

∫ 2π

0
P (ρ)exp[iϕ(ρ, θ)]

× exp

(
−

1

2
iuρ2

)
J0(vρ)ρdρdθ . (2)

As shown in Fig. 2, the pupil function P (ρ) in Eq. (2) can be
expressed as{

P (ρ)= e 0

P (ρ)= e i ·π
(0≤ ρ < 0.211, 0.36≤ ρ < 0.61, 0.7≤ ρ ≤ 1)

(0.211≤ ρ < 0.36, 0.61≤ ρ < 0.7)
.

(3)
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Fig. 1. Comparison of PSF before and after adding the phase
modulator.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the phase plate annular zone
distribution.

The Zernike pupil function ϕ(ρ, θ) in Eq. (2) can be
expressed as [22,23]

ϕ(ρ, θ)= K
N∑

i=1

2π · Ai Zi (ρ, θ), (4)

where θ is the angular ray coordinate, K is the diffraction order,
N is the number of Zernike coefficients in the series, and Ai

is the coefficient on the i th Zernike Fringe polynomial. The
coefficients Ai all have units of waves.

In the following subsections, different types of aberrations are
separately added to the pupil and the five-ring phase modulator
that was designed previously is added to the system. To investi-
gate the applicability of the SR imaging system to different types
of aberrations and guide the design of the optical system, the
influences of different types of wavefront aberrations on G , M,
and S are recorded.

A. Defocus

The effect of defocus (Z4) on SR imaging with the five-ring
phase modulator is shown in Fig. 3.

It can be observed from Fig. 3 that G first increases and then
decreases with the magnitude of defocus, indicating that the
moderate defocus can enhance the SR power. When defocus
reaches approximately 0.28 λ, G is at its maximum, exceeding

Fig. 3. G , S, and M varying with the effects of defocus.

1.7; however, M has also increased to 0.6 and S decreases to
approximately 0.1. It is clear that stray light with high energy
will be introduced by the sidelobe. For SR imaging in a large
FOV, we set that G is no less than 1.2, S is no less than 0.15,
and M is no more than 0.1 as the evaluation criteria for good
imaging. Using this standard, according to the results of Fig. 3,
the defocus should be controlled below 0.15 λ in the actual
optical system design.

B. Astigmatism

The pupils with third-order astigmatism (Z5), trefoil (Z10), and
fifth-order astigmatism (Z12) are modulated by the five-ring
phase plate respectively. The corresponding optical system PSFs
are shown in Figs. 4–6, respectively.

It can be observed from Figs. 4–6 that for the aberrations
induced by third-order astigmatism, trefoil, and fifth-order
astigmatism, G changes slowly with an increase in the astig-
matism amplitude; however, the sidelobe factor M increases
rapidly. When any of these aberration exceeds 0.07 λ, the
M value in one of the x - or y -directions will definitely be
greater than 0.1. Therefore, the astigmatism should be strictly
controlled in the design of a baseline optical system.

C. Coma

The effect of third-order coma (Z7) and fifth-order coma (Z14)
on SR imaging is shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

It can be observed from Figs. 7 and 8 that for both low- and
high-order coma, a coma value greater than 0.06 λ results in
an M value greater than 0.1 in one of the x - and y -directions.
Furthermore, by comparing the PSFs in the x - and y -directions
of the system, with added fifth-order coma, it can be observed
that the coma will reduce the rotational symmetry of the PSF.
Therefore, the coma should be strictly controlled in the design
of the baseline optical system.

D. Spherical Aberration

The effect of the third-order spherical aberration (Z9) and
fifth-order spherical aberration (Z16) on SR imaging is shown in
Fig. 9.
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Fig. 4. Variation of G , S, and M with third-order astigmatism in the (a) x -direction and (b) y -direction.

Fig. 5. Variation of G , S, and M with trefoil in the (a) x -direction and (b) y -direction.

Fig. 6. Variation of G , S, and M with fifth-order astigmatism in the (a) x -direction and (b) y -direction.

It can be observed that the system possesses good SR imaging
quality when the third-order or fifth-order spherical aberration
is less than 0.1 λ. The sidelobe energy increases slightly with
an increase of the spherical aberration; however, before the
wavefront error root mean square (RMS) reaches to 0.2 λ, M
is basically stable at approximately 0.1. It can be seen that the
SR imaging system has a high tolerance for spherical aberra-
tion, which will not induce a significant increase in sidelobe

energy. Additionally, the spherical aberration will not destroy
the symmetry of the focal spot.

We consider the condition of defocus and the spherical
aberration simultaneously existing in the pupil. Because the
middle part of the wavefront fluctuations caused by defocus
and spherical aberration of different symbols is in the opposite
direction, the two aberrations can compensate each other, which
flattens the wavefront in the pupil plane. For the SR modulator
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Fig. 7. Variation of G , S, and M with third-order coma in the (a) x -direction and (b) y -direction.

Fig. 8. Variation of G , S, and M with fifth-order coma in the (a) x -direction and (b) y -direction.

Fig. 9. Variation of G , S, and M with (a) third-order spherical aberration and (b) fifth-order spherical aberration.

in this study, a third-order spherical aberration of 0.2 λ induces
a decrease in G to 1.038 and an increase to M to 0.25. For a
defocus of 0.355 λ further added to the pupil, the mainlobe
diameter decreased from 17.8µm to 14.582µm, G increased to
1.27, and M decreased to 0.083, as shown in Fig. 10. Although
the defocus and spherical aberration have exceeded the toler-
ance limit above, they can compensate each other, which can

not only improve the resolution of the system, but also reduce
the sidelobe peak energy. In summary, in order to improve the
performance of SR imaging and ensure that different image
points do not interfere with each other, the astigmatism and
coma should be effectively suppressed. The spherical aberration
and defocus can be retained as appropriate and their amplitudes
should be precisely optimized.
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Fig. 10. SR imaging PSF with simultaneous 0.2 λ spherical aberra-
tion and−0.355 λ defocus.

3. OPTIMAL DESIGN METHOD OF THE
OPTICAL SYSTEM

In this study, an optical system for the SR imaging is designed.
The parameters of the optical system are F#= 12, focal
length = 48 m, FOV = 0.28◦, and operating wavelength
between 623 and 643 nm. The optical system without a phase
modulator, which is defined as the baseline optical system, is
composed of a telescope unit and a relay imaging unit. Because
the optical pupil diameter of this system is large, the telescope
unit is in the form of a Cassegrain telescope, which produces a
primary image surface, where the anti-stray stop can be placed.
The relay imaging unit is a lens group. The pupil filter element
requires that the incident beam should be perpendicular to the
element surface; thus, the diverging beam from the Cassegrain
unit is first collimated, and subsequently converged by the relay
imaging optics. The converging spot is received by the detector.
The SR phase plate designed above is placed in the collimated
beam, and the position of the plate is the intermediate pupil of
the optical system.

To improve the SR imaging effect in a wide field of view, there
are special requirements for the baseline optical system: there
should be measures in place to control the chromatic aberra-
tion; the non-rotational symmetry items, such as the coma and
astigmatism, should be corrected in the entire FOV; and the
spot diagram and aberration distributions at different FOV
angles should be similar. To meet these requirements, the opti-
mization operands AXCL and REAY are employed to suppress
the axial and lateral chromatic aberration in the optical design
with ZEMAX; the operand ZERN is used to limit the coma
and astigmatism to 0 and to control the third- and fifth-order
spherical aberrations below 0.2 λ and 0.1 λ, respectively. In
addition, the ZEMAX programming language (ZPL) is used to
write a user-defined merit function to achieve further optimiza-
tion operation. It is simple to call the ZPL macro in the optical
design process. The programming principle of this macro is as
follows: the DENC operand is employed to evaluate the energy
concentration of the PSF at any FOV and wavelength, which is
achieved by computing the encircled radius of the diffraction
energy. The smaller the radius, the higher the energy concentra-
tion and the better the imaging quality. Thus, the merit function
can be expressed as

Merit Function=

√
(
∑

r i )2 +
∑
wi (r i/r0 − 1)2

1+ (
∑
wi )

, (5)

where r0 is the encircled radius at the 0 field, r i and wi are the
encircled radius and optimization weight at different FOV
points, respectively. Optimization of Eq. (5) results in a similar
and minimized encircled radius for different FOVs to improve
the imaging quality. Because DENC can indirectly suppress
defocus by controlling the energy encircled radius, we do not
add an independent operand to control defocus in the opti-
mization process. When the optical system has been designed
according to the above method, and the pupil filter is added to
the appropriate position in the system, the best SR imaging per-
formance can be achieved by adjusting the image plane position
(equivalent to fine tuning the defocus of the system).

4. RESULTS

A. Comparison of Design Results between the
Traditional and Uniform Imaging Methods

First, the results of the optical system designed according to the
traditional design method of minimizing the RMS spot radius
of the system are presented [24,25]. The modulation transfer
function (MTF) and spot diagram are shown Fig. 11. It can be
seen that the RMS radius on the marginal FOV is close to that
of the Airy spot, which fulfills the requirements of traditional
imaging. However, after the phase modulator is added to the sys-
tem, the PSF of the marginal FOV is significantly different from
that of the center FOV, and the marginal FOV PSFs in some
directions display no SR effect, as shown in Fig. 12. PSF data is
obtained by the “FFT PSF Cross Section” option in ZEMAX.
The amplitude of each aberration on the marginal FOV at
632.8 nm is presented in Table 1, in which the third-order coma
is the primary factor leading to the deformation of the SR spot,
which is consistent with the analysis in Section 2.

The results of the design method for the uniform image qual-
ity in the whole FOV are presented below. The final imaging sys-
tem layout is shown in Fig. 13.

The final spot diagram of the baseline optical system is shown
in Fig. 14. The wavefront error of the worst marginal FOV is
approximately 1/5 λ RMS. Table 2 shows the Zernike aberra-
tion distribution of the marginal FOV at 632.8 nm. It can be
observed from Fig. 14 that the residual spherical aberration is
obvious at each FOV, but the spots in different FOVs are very
similar. The Airy spot diameter of this system is 18.478µm, and
the SR PSF intensity distribution at each FOV after the phase
modulator is added in the system is shown in Fig. 15. In poly-
chromatic light with 20 nm spectral bandwidth, the value of G
of the three fields is 1.234, 1.252, and 1.254; S is 0.303, 0.302,
and 0.295; and M is 0.069, 0.075, and 0.088, respectively. This
shows that the optimization method for uniform image quality
in the design has achieved good results. The imaging quality of
each FOV is similar, and the high SR factor and low sidelobe
energy are maintained in the whole FOV. Figure 16 shows the
imaging performance of the SR imaging system on the extended
target for different FOVs. It can be observed that the imaging of
the SR system for different FOVs is similar, and the details that
cannot be resolved by the diffraction-limited optics [Fig. 16(a)]
can be distinguished by this SR imaging system, including
the eight points which compose “�” and the seven points
of “F ”.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 11. Image quality of the optical baseline system optimized by traditional methods: (a) MTF and (b) spot diagram.

Fig. 12. PSFs of each FOV after the modulator added: (a) 0◦, (b) 0.16◦, (c) 0.28◦ (x -direction), and (d) 0.28◦ (y -direction).

Table 1. Marginal Field Aberration of the Optical Baseline System Optimized by Traditional Methods

Aberration Defocus 3rd COMA 3rd ASTI 3rd SPHA Trefiol 5th COMA 5th ASTI 5th SPHA

Value −0.0802 0.1366 −0.0563 0.0255 0.0136 0.0103 −0.0066 −0.0007

Table 2. Marginal Field Aberration of the Optical Baseline System with Uniform Image Quality in the Whole Field

Aberration Defocus 3rd COMA 3rd ASTI 3rd SPHA Trefoil 5th COMA 5th ASTI 5th SPHA

Value −0.1730 −0.0543 0.0321 −0.0778 0.0047 −0.0160 0.0048 −0.0444

The impact of environmental change on the SR imaging
system is analyzed. The SR system design temperature is 20◦C.
The SR parameters at 5◦C, 10◦C, 15◦C, 25◦C, 30◦C, and 35◦C
are simulated, and the results are shown in Table 3. The results
show that in the range of 20± 15◦C, there is minimal change

in the value of G ; the difference between the maximum and
minimum values of S does not exceed 0.014; and the difference
between the maximum and minimum values of M does not
exceed 0.001. It can be observed that the requirements of the
system for temperature control are relatively relaxed. This is
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Pupil Modulator

Fig. 13. SR telescopic imaging optical system designed by the novel
method.

Fig. 14. Spot diagram in different FOVs.

Table 3. Range of G, S, and M within a Temperature
Range of 5

◦

C–35
◦

C

0 0.16◦ 0.28◦

G 1.234–1.234 1.232–1.232 1.254–1.254
S 0.295–0.305 0.294–0.306 0.289–0.303
M 0.069–0.072 0.074–0.076 0.088–0.090

because the temperature change primarily causes defocus, which
has a relatively small influence on this SR system according to
Section 2.

B. Tolerance Model of Optical Baseline System with
Uniform Image Quality

Different types of aberration have great significant influence on
the SR imaging. Considering that the SR imaging system has
a high tolerance for the spherical aberration and defocus, and
these two types of aberration can also compensate each other,
we relax the tolerance that will induce the rotational symmetry
aberration, such as fringes (curvature radius) and thickness, etc.
The tolerance which may cause asymmetric aberration, such
as decenter and tilt, is more strictly maintained. The tolerance
inverse limit sensitivity analysis is conducted by the optical
design software. For the evaluation standard, the coefficients
of the third- to fifth-order coma, astigmatism, or trefoil of the
system should not exceed the tolerance limit stated in Section 2:
the encircled radius at different FOVs is nearly equal and not

Fig. 15. Cross section of SR PSFs after added modulation of (a) 0◦,
(b) 0.16◦, and (c) 0.28◦.

Fig. 16. Imaging simulations of the extended target on (a) the
diffraction limit, (b) 0◦, (c) 0.16◦, and (d) 0.28◦.

less than 15µm or more than 25µm; the difference between the
x -direction radius and y -direction radius of the RMS spots at
different FOVs is within 10%; and the radii of the RMS spots
for different FOVs are not greater than 25 µm. The compen-
sator is the system back focal length. Using the ZPL macro, the
user-defined tolerance scripts are compiled and linked with
the software. Tables 4 and 5 show the tolerance system for the
optical system fabrication and alignment. As observed from
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Table 4. Tolerances for Processing and Alignment of the Reflection Part of the System

Surface Radius/mm Conic Interval/mm
Mirror

Decenter/mm Mirror Tilt/arc min

Primary mirror ±0.5 ±0.0006 ±0.04 ±0.02 ±0.2
Secondary mirror ±0.5 ±0.005 — ±0.02 ±0.2

Table 5. Tolerances for Processing and Alignment of the Transmission Part of the System

Lens
Fringes/
fringe

Surface
Irregularity/fringe

Surface Tilts/
arc min Thickness/mm Index Interval/mm

Element
Decenter/mm

Element
Tilts/arc min

Lens 1 ±3 ±0.2 ±0.5 ±0.1 ±0.001 ±0.1 ±0.02 ±0.3
Lens 2 ±3 ±0.2 ±0.5 ±0.1 ±0.001 ±0.1 ±0.02 ±0.3
Lens 3 ±3 ±0.2 ±0.5 ±0.1 ±0.001 ±0.1 ±0.02 ±0.3
Lens 4 ±3 ±0.2 ±0.5 ±0.1 ±0.001 ±0.1 ±0.02 ±0.3
Lens 5 ±3 ±0.2 ±0.5 ±0.04 ±0.001 ±0.1 ±0.02 ±0.3
Lens 6 ±3 ±0.2 ±0.5 ±0.1 ±0.001 ±0.1 ±0.02 ±0.3
Lens 7 ±3 ±0.2 ±0.5 ±0.1 ±0.001 ±0.1 ±0.02 ±0.3

Table 6. Least Favorable Values of G, S, and M in the
Tolerance Analysis

0 0.16◦ 0.28◦

G 1.212 1.201 1.194
S 0.203 0.202 0.167
M 0.078 0.086 0.092

these tables, rotational symmetry tolerances such as the radius,
conic, and interval of the mirrors, and the fringes, thickness,
refractive index, and interval of the lens are relaxed; thus, greater
allowance is reserved for the SR optical system manufacturing
process. And the non-symmetry tolerances such as tilt, decenter,
and surface irregularity can also be satisfied with the current
machining and alignment accuracy. Five hundred random
lenses are generated in the analysis, and we save each of them
and analyze their respective SR parameters. Table 6 presents the
least favorable values of G , S, and M for all random samples. In
Table 6, G ≥ 1.2 and M < 0.1, which shows that the system
maintains a low-sidelobe SR effect throughout the entire FOV
under the tolerance limit.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The effects of various types of aberrations, such as defocus,
coma, astigmatism, and spherical aberration, on the properties
of an SR imaging system with a low sidelobe factor five-ring
pupil modulator are investigated. The tolerance of each aberra-
tion term is given, and it is identified out that in SR telescopic
imaging systems, asymmetric aberration such as coma and
astigmatism need to be strictly suppressed; however, symmetric
aberrations have a minimal effect and may complement each
other. Based on this analysis, a special optimization function is
compiled to design a large-aperture telescope SR baseline optical
system. For the design results, the SR gain ratio in the full FOV
is 1.234–1.254, the Strehl ratio is 0.295–0.303, and the peak
sidelobe intensity is 0.069–0.088. The result has very similar
PSFs in the FOV range of 0.28◦ and maintains a sub-diffraction
resolution and low sidelobe energy. The tolerance model of

the system is established, and it is found that the system has a
large margin on the central symmetry tolerance, which reduces
the cost and difficulty of machining and assembly. Because
the Strehl ratio of this system is relatively low, a variable pupil
modulator can be used in the practical application. For weak
observation targets, the pupil is not modulated to obtain a high
Strehl ratio. For bright targets, the phase modulator in this study
is used to obtain a high angular resolution. In future work, we
will improve the optical structure to further expand the FOV,
and attempt other types of modulators to widen the operating
spectral range of the system. In addition, because parameters of
a phase modulator can be optimized by mathematical software
programs, in the next step we will use the dynamic data exchange
method to share data between the optical software and the calcu-
lation program, to simultaneously optimize the baseline optical
system and the modulator to obtain improved design results.
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